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RPA museum receives blast from the past   
 
The Royal Prince Alfred Hospital Museum recently received the 
significant donation of a 1950s Australian x-ray machine, made in 
Sydney’s Inner West. 

The 180cm tall fluoroscope, pictured, was one of the last examples 
before x-ray technology advanced to the more modern image 
intensifiers. 

The machine was donated by Colin Kindred, whose father was co-
owner of Bell and Kindred, one of only a handful of Australian based 
x-ray manufacturers.  

“Its purpose was to give an image on the fluorescent screen of the 
heart and lungs for size and health evaluation. This was done in close 
to total darkness for a clear view of the image,” said Mr Kindred.  

“I believe it is an important, relevant part of the manufacturing history 
in Australia. No complete x-ray unit has been manufactured here for 
decades.”  

Bell and Kindred were originally located on Wentworth Avenue, near 
Central Station but later moved to 554 Parramatta Road, Petersham.   

The fluoroscope was manufactured in the 1950s in Petersham and 
purchased by cardiologist Dr Thomas Greenaway for use in his 
Macquarie Street practice and was later used by his son John.  

Dr (later Sir) Thomas Greenaway and his son John had long 
associations with RPA. Thomas Greenaway served on the RPA 
Board of Directors for 20 years and was knighted in 1968 for his 
services to medicine and medical education. 

Mr Kindred, an x-ray maintenance engineer, said the machine was 
still in working order in 2000, however is considered dangerous by modern standards. 

“It was ‘state of the art’ in the 1950s and is particularly interesting because of its simplicity by 
modern standards.” 

Visitors to the RPA museum on Level 8, KGV are welcome on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday 
from 10am to 2pm. 

For more information on the museum visit www.slhd.nsw.gov.au/rpa/museum/.  
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